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The realisation of optically detected magnetic resonance via nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond faces chal-
lenges at high magnetic fields which include growing energy consumption of control pulses as well as decreasing
sensitivities. Here we address these challenges with the design of shaped pulses in microwave control sequences
that achieve orders magnitude reductions in energy consumption and concomitant increases in sensitivity when
compared to standard top-hat microwave pulses. The method proposed here is general and can be applied to any
quantum sensor subjected to pulsed control sequences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques [1] applied
to macroscopic samples have enabled fundamental scientific
breakthroughs in organic chemistry, biology, medicine and
material science [2, 3]. Recently, NMR detection has been
extended to the nanoscale [4–6] where macroscopic detect-
ing coils [7] are replaced by a quantum sensor based on
the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond [8–10]. These
minute detectors can be located very close to the sample un-
der study thus opening the door for the detection of NMR sig-
nals emitted by nanoscale samples or even by individual nu-
clei [11–16]. NV centers are particularly well suited for this
purpose because their magnetic sub-levels can be initialised
and read-out with laser fields, while their hyperfine spin tran-
sitions are manipulated entirely with microwave (MW) radia-
tion [9, 10]. In addition, even at room temperature NV centers
can achieve long coherent times thanks to the application of
dynamical decoupling (DD) techniques [17–19]. Here, exter-
nal microwave driving fields act continuously, or stroboscop-
ically in the form of pi-pulses, on the NV quantum sensor to
average out environmental noise while preserving the sensi-
tivity for external signals.
Typically sensing experiments based on NV centers are per-
formed at relatively low static magnetic fields, on the order (or
lower) than a few hundred of Gauss [11–13, 16, 19–27], with
singular exceptions as, for example, [14] and [28] that oper-
ate at thousands of Gauss. For nanoscale NMR the realisation
of detection under large magnetic fields (on the order of sev-
eral Tesla) presents a number of advantages. These include
longer nuclear T1-times [29], increased thermal spin polarisa-
tion which leads to enhanced NMR signal strength, as well as
larger chemical shifts which are key quantities in molecular
structure determination [7]. However, large magnetic fields
also poses significant challenges caused by the increase of
the nuclear Larmor frequency of the target nuclei. For con-
tinuous microwave driving, one requires the application on
the NV of a microwave Rabi frequency equal to the nuclear
Larmor-frequency to achieve the Hartmann-Hahn resonance
condition [30, 31]. Pulsed schemes give access to higher har-
monics of the basic modulation frequency but at the cost of
reducing the effective NV-target coupling strength [12]. Fur-
thermore, pulsed schemes assume the application of pi-pulses
on the NV in time intervals that are shorter than the nuclear
Larmor frequency [32–34]. A failure of this condition leads to
severe reduction of the sensitivity to the NMR signal which,
as we will show, scales as the inverse square of the Larmor
frequency for fixed pulse duration. To restore the NMR sig-
nal, high peak power and high average power should be de-
livered. Unfortunately high microwave power lead to heating
effects especially in biological samples [35], and is difficult to
achieve as microwave structures that deliver the control fields
are limited in peak and average power.
In this article we will first demonstrate these relationships
between standard (top-hat like) pi-pulses of fixed length, the
power requirements and the effective coupling strength to the
signal emanating from the target. Secondly, we present a so-
lution to this problem based on suitable shaping of long pi-
pulses which achieve an effective dynamics that has the same
effect as an instantaneous pi-pulse restoring the ideal sensor-
target interaction. In this manner we can extend the dura-
tion of the pi-pulses and reduce the required peak and average
power to levels that are more accessible to current technology
and compatible with sensing applications in biological sam-
ples [8, 35]. Our protocol is universal and can be incorpo-
rated into any pulse sequence used in experiments to reduce
microwave power consumption. Furthermore, our method is
not restricted to NV centers and extends to a broad range of
systems that benefit from DD sequences to reduce their noise
level, e.g. trapped ions and a variety of solid state physics
architectures, thus opening the field of DD under the critical
limitation of accessible power.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We consider the detection of nuclear spins at a strong mag-
netic field Bz & 1 T. If the Rabi frequency of the MW driving
field is limited, then, for sufficiently high Bz, nuclear spins
complete several oscillations during a pi-pulse. Now we anal-
yse the reduction in sensitivity due to this effect. The Hamil-
tonian of an NV-nucleus system is
H = DS 2z −γeBzS z−ωLIz+S z ~A ·~I+
√
2ΩS x cos(ωt−φ). (1)
Here, S z = |1〉〈1|−|−1〉〈−1|, S x = 1/
√
2(|1〉〈0|+|−1〉〈0|+H.c.),
D = (2pi) × 2.87 GHz, γe ≈ −(2pi) × 28.024 GHz/T and ~A is
the hyperfine vector of the NV-nucleus interaction [36]. For





















2transition is tens of GHz [9] while ωL (i.e. the nuclear Lar-





2 is introduced for convenience.
When two NV levels, e.g. |0〉 and |1〉, are selected as the NV
qubit basis, and setting the driving field on resonance with that
|0〉 ↔ |1〉 transition (i.e. ω = D+ |γe|Bz) one finds that Eq. (1)






A⊥x Ix cos (ωnt) + A
⊥
y Iy sin (ωnt)
]
. (2)
Here Fz(t) is the modulation function that appears as a conse-
quence of the MW pulse sequence,ωn is the nuclear resonance
frequency, and A⊥x,y are electron-nucleus coupling constants
(see Appendix A). We consider periodic pulse sequences of
period T such that Fz(t) =
∑
l fl cos (lωmt) where ωm = 2piT and
fl = 2T
∫ T
0 Fz(s) cos (lωms) ds. Examples of these sequences
are those of the XY family [37, 38] or more sophisticated
schemes [17, 39–45]. For kωm = ωn (resonance condition
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Now, if one uses the resonance condition kωm = ωn, the above



























k t) − e−i(ωn k−lk t)], (5)
where we have eliminated counter-rotating terms. Now, in
order to get Eq. (2), the last two lines in Eq. (5) can be elim-
inated under the condition |γnBz| >> k|A⊥x |. The latter can
be derived by comparing the time-dependent phases and the
couplings in the last two lines of Eq. (5), and noting that, for
large Bz fields, we have ωn ≈ γnBz. Note also that, the condi-
tion |γnBz| >> k|A⊥x | can be easily fulfilled in situations with a
large Bz field (which corresponds to our operating regime) as
we will demonstrate in our numerical simulations.
Hence, according to Eq. (3) it is the product of A⊥x and
the Fourier fk coefficient which determines the strength of the
NV-nucleus interaction. If the target is a classical signal, e.g.
an oscillating magnetic field of the kind ~Bs cos (ωst), the sen-
sor target Hamiltonian in case of resonance with the kth har-
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FIG. 1. a) Modulation function Fz(t) (green line) and its lth Fourier
component cos(lωmt) (in blue) for l = 27. Superimposed (shaded in
green) the MW pulses width. Shaded in blue it is shown one period,
T/l, of cos(lωmt), T being the period of Fz(t). b) MW pulses (in
green) where it can be seen the relation between the pulse width tpi,
and the period of cos(lωmt). In this case we have α = 4. c) Decay
of the fk(α) coefficients with α for l = 25 (blue), 27 (green), and 29
(yellow). We highlight the value of f27(1) that is used in the next
plot. d) Expectation value of the NV σx operator evolving under
Hamiltonian (2) with Bz = 2 T and ~A = (2pi)× [19.12, 55.21,−96.82]
kHz. We applied 1120 pi-pulses (final evolution time t f ≈ 177 µs).
The blue line is the signal for ideal instantaneous pulses with large
contrast corresponding to f27(0) = − 427pi ≈ −0.0472, i.e. α = 0. The
green line corresponds to α = 1 (we simulated top-hat pi-pulses with
Ω ≈ (2pi) × 42 MHz, leading to f27(1) = −0.0157) which yields to a
reduced contrast. Violet panel is the theoretical prediction of 〈σx〉t f =
cos [ fk(α)A⊥x t f /4] for f27(1) (i.e. k = 27 and α = 1), blue square is the
prediction for instantaneous pi-pulses (〈σx〉t f = cos [ f27(0)A⊥x t f /4]).
with Ωs the Rabi frequency associated to the classical field
(see Appendix B).
III. SIGNAL REDUCTION
For the common case of top-hat pulses, the value of each fl
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where t2 − t1 = t4 − t3 ≡ tpi are the lengths of
the pi-pulses, see Fig. 1 a). For instantaneous pi-pulses,
tpi = 0, the integrals
∫ t2
t1
cos [Ω(s − t1)] cos (lωms) ds and
3∫ t4
t3
cos [Ω(s − t1)] cos (lωms) ds in Eq. (7) vanish, and | fl| =
| 4
pil | for odd l, and | fl| = 0 for even l. When tpi is non-negligible
one finds
fl ≡ fl(α) = 4(−1)
(l+1)/2 cos (αpi)
(4α2 − 1)lpi , (8)
which implies that the sensitivity under a finite-width pulse
sequence decreases as α−2, where α equals the length of
tpi = α(T/l) measured in terms of the number of nuclear Lar-
mor periods, Fig. 1 b). If we aim for a resonance at a certain
lth harmonic we need to set T = 2pil/ωn (equivalent to the
resonance condition lωm = ωn) where ωn, grows linearly with
the applied magnetic field Bz. Regarding the latter, note that
according to the expressions in Appendix A we haveωn = |~ωn|
where ~ωn = (− 12Ax,− 12Ay, ωL − 12Az) and ωL = γnBz. Then,
we have ωn ≈ ωL − 12Az, and for the case of large Bz fields the
behaviour of the resonance frequency ωn can be well approx-
imated by γnBz.









where we have used that T = 2pil/ωn and that, for large Bz
fields, ωn ≈ γnBz. Equation (9) implies for B = 2 T (5 T),
a proton nuclear spin as a target (γn ≡ γH = (2pi) × 42.57
MHz/T), and a peak power limited by a maximum achievable
value for Ω, namely Ω = (2pi)×10 MHz, that α ≈ 4.26 (10.65).
Note that, the peak power is ∝ Ω2 while average power is ∝ Ω,
in this respect see Supplemental Material [46].
In Figure 1 c) we show the rapid decay of fl(α) coefficients
with α, for l = 25 (blue), 27 (green), and 29 (yellow) dictated
by Eq. (8). In Fig. 1 d) we have computed the spectrum of a
problem involving an NV center and a H nucleus for two val-
ues of Ω with Bz = 2 T (see caption for details). In addition,
with Hamiltonian (3) one can predict that, under the resonance
condition, and assuming ρ0 = 14 (I+σx)⊗I as the initial state of
the NV-nucleus system (i.e. the NV is initialised in an equal
superposition of the |0〉 and |1〉 states, and the nucleus is in a








x t f /4σzσx (σx ⊗ I)
]
= cos[ fk(α)A⊥x t f /4].
(10)
with t f the final time of the sequence. In Fig 1 d), the verti-
cal violet line corresponds to the theoretically predicted reso-
nance according Eq. (10) and we can observe how it matches
with the numerically computed signal depth (green curve) for
a finite value of the MW Rabi frequency at the resonance po-
sition ωm = ωn/27. The blue square in the same figure is
the signal depth for instantaneous pulses (i.e. at infinite MW
power) corresponding to use f27(0) in Eq. (10). It is notewor-
thy to mention that, to take into account different effects as
finite-width pulses as well as the presence of different rotating
axes in the applied pi-pulses (see next section), the numerical
simulations in this article have been performed starting from
b)
a)
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FIG. 2. Fz(t) and cos (lωmt) for two different pulse widths (shaded
in green). a) tpi = 2(T/l) and b) tpi = 4(T/l), in both cases l =
11. In the pi-pulse regions it is remarked the center of each finite-
width pi-pulse with a vertical black line. The latter would correspond
with the locations of the instantaneous pi-pulses. The areas in yellow
contribute to the value of fl, while grey areas (positive oscillations)
are cancelled by blue areas (negative oscillations).
Hamiltonian (A1) in Appendix A. This Hamiltonian only as-
sumes the elimination of fast counter rotating terms, of the or-
der of GHz, on the MW driving as well as the presence of the
third NV spin level which is detuned by a similar frequency
amount of the order of GHz. For more details, see Eq. (A1)
and the paragraph below in Appendix A.
Hence, we can conclude that if an experiment is conducted
at high Bz (which implies large α to compensate for limited Ω)
the obtained signal gets dramatically reduced due to the decay
of each fl(α) with the α parameter.
IV. SHAPED pi-PULSES
If we measure the signal at a certain lth harmonic of Fz(t)
the length of the pi-pulses may extend over many Larmor pe-
riods as long as the extended pi-pulse action equals that of an
instantaneous pulse. This can be seen in Fig. 2, where Fz(t)
(green flat lines), cos (lωmt) (solid blue lines) for l = 11, and
two possible time intervals used for the pi-pulses (shaded in
green panels) are shown. Specifically in Fig. 2 a) tpi = 2(T/l),
while in b) tpi = 4(T/l). Then, if one assumes that the integral






















i.e. without any contribution of the regions containing the pi-
pulses (see next paragraph for an explicit construction that
will allow us having fl coefficients of the form that appears
in Eq. 11) both cases in Figs. 2 a) and b) would lead to the
same ideal value | fl| = | 4pil | as opposed to Eq. (8). This is
because when pi-pulses contain a natural number of periods
4of cos (lωmt) the latter expression of fl is reduced to the in-
tegral of yellow areas in Figs. 2, which are equal for a) and
b). This offers the opportunity to extend their length until
tpi = (l − 1)/2(T/l) and the potential to significantly reduce
the Rabi frequency and hence the MW power.
Now, by substituting top-hat pulses for appropriately
shaped pulses we can recover the ideal | fl| = | 4pil | scaling. This
gains a factor of α2 in sensitivity and allows for a significant
reduction in the power requirements of the pulsed schemes.




(|1〉〈0|eiφ + |0〉〈1|e−iφ) = Ω(t)
2
σφ, (12)
and a pulse width equal to a natural number of oscilla-
tions of cos (lωmt). In the rotating frame of Hp, a σz elec-











σ⊥φ , where t < t1+tpi ≡ t2,
and σ⊥φ = −i(|1〉〈0|eiφ − |0〉〈1|e−iφ). This description is similar
for any other shaped pi-pulse of the sequence by simply replac-
ing t1 by t j, the latter being the initial time of the jth shaped
pi-pulse. Now we focus only on the part containing the σz op-
erator, i.e. the one leading to the Fz(t) ≡ cos [ ∫ t j+1t j Ω(s) ds]
modulation function, because the σ⊥φ component leads to the
Fx(t) and Fy(t) modulation functions that do not contribute to
the spectrum if the sequence contains pulses over different di-
rections [47, 48]. Then, we have to find a Ω(s) that minimise,
in the shaped pi-pulse region, the overlap between Fz(t) and






du = 0, (13)
with t j+1 − t j = tpi. In addition, in order to have a continuous
#106
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<latexit sha1_base64="EpN9tWnMqPG+zJgsdTXwY rFlpt4=">AAAB5HicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K31r+rSzWARXIWkCNpdwY3LCsYW2lAm05tm6OSHmYlQQh9BNyK68ol 8Ad/GSc1CW8/qm3vOwD03yARX2nG+rLX1jc2t7dpOfXdv/+CwcXT8oNJcMvRYKlLZD6hCwRP0NNcC+5lEGgcC e8H0pvR7jygVT5N7PcvQj+kk4SFnVJcjx25fjhpNx3YWIqvgVtCESt1R43M4TlkeY6KZoEoNXCfTfkGl5kzgv D7MFWaUTekEBwYTGqPyi8Wuc3IeppLoCMni/Ttb0FipWRyYTEx1pJa9cvifN8h1eO0XPMlyjQkzEeOFuSA6J WVlMuYSmRYzA5RJbrYkLKKSMm0OUzf13eWyq+C17Lbt3LWanXZ1hxqcwhlcgAtX0IFb6IIHDCJ4hjd4tybWk/ Vivf5E16zqzwn8kfXxDTOdiso=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EpN9tWnMqPG+zJgsdTXwY rFlpt4=">AAAB5HicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K31r+rSzWARXIWkCNpdwY3LCsYW2lAm05tm6OSHmYlQQh9BNyK68ol 8Ad/GSc1CW8/qm3vOwD03yARX2nG+rLX1jc2t7dpOfXdv/+CwcXT8oNJcMvRYKlLZD6hCwRP0NNcC+5lEGgcC e8H0pvR7jygVT5N7PcvQj+kk4SFnVJcjx25fjhpNx3YWIqvgVtCESt1R43M4TlkeY6KZoEoNXCfTfkGl5kzgv D7MFWaUTekEBwYTGqPyi8Wuc3IeppLoCMni/Ttb0FipWRyYTEx1pJa9cvifN8h1eO0XPMlyjQkzEeOFuSA6J WVlMuYSmRYzA5RJbrYkLKKSMm0OUzf13eWyq+C17Lbt3LWanXZ1hxqcwhlcgAtX0IFb6IIHDCJ4hjd4tybWk/ Vivf5E16zqzwn8kfXxDTOdiso=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EpN9tWnMqPG+zJgsdTXwY rFlpt4=">AAAB5HicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K31r+rSzWARXIWkCNpdwY3LCsYW2lAm05tm6OSHmYlQQh9BNyK68ol 8Ad/GSc1CW8/qm3vOwD03yARX2nG+rLX1jc2t7dpOfXdv/+CwcXT8oNJcMvRYKlLZD6hCwRP0NNcC+5lEGgcC e8H0pvR7jygVT5N7PcvQj+kk4SFnVJcjx25fjhpNx3YWIqvgVtCESt1R43M4TlkeY6KZoEoNXCfTfkGl5kzgv D7MFWaUTekEBwYTGqPyi8Wuc3IeppLoCMni/Ttb0FipWRyYTEx1pJa9cvifN8h1eO0XPMlyjQkzEeOFuSA6J WVlMuYSmRYzA5RJbrYkLKKSMm0OUzf13eWyq+C17Lbt3LWanXZ1hxqcwhlcgAtX0IFb6IIHDCJ4hjd4tybWk/ Vivf5E16zqzwn8kfXxDTOdiso=</latexit>
[!m/(2⇡)63]
<latexit sha1_base64="Ou27704Etn+guCvqjBVmImNlg+g=">A AAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqjvdDBahbmpaxceu6MZlBWMLSQiT6W07dCYJMxOhhKI/oxsRXfkV/oB/47RmodWzOveec+GeEyacKW3bn 1Zhbn5hcam4XFpZXVvfKG9u3ao4lRQcGvNYdkKigLMIHM00h04igYiQQzscXk709h1IxeLoRo8S8AXpR6zHKNFmFZR3XC8W0CdB5kmBx fiw2vASdoBPjvygXLFr9hT4L6nnpIJytILyh9eNaSog0pQTpdy6nWg/I1IzymFc8lIFCaFD0gfX0IgIUH42zTDG+71YYj0APJ1/ejMilB qJ0HgE0QM1q02W/2luqntnfsaiJNUQUWMxWi/lWMd4UgXuMglU85EhhEpmvsR0QCSh2hRWMvHrs2H/EqdRO6/Z18eV5kXeQxHtoj1URX V0iproCrWQgyh6QE/oFb1Z99aj9Wy9fFsLVn6zjX7Bev8CDXeTww==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ou27704Etn+guCvqjBVmImNlg+g=">A AAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqjvdDBahbmpaxceu6MZlBWMLSQiT6W07dCYJMxOhhKI/oxsRXfkV/oB/47RmodWzOveec+GeEyacKW3bn 1Zhbn5hcam4XFpZXVvfKG9u3ao4lRQcGvNYdkKigLMIHM00h04igYiQQzscXk709h1IxeLoRo8S8AXpR6zHKNFmFZR3XC8W0CdB5kmBx fiw2vASdoBPjvygXLFr9hT4L6nnpIJytILyh9eNaSog0pQTpdy6nWg/I1IzymFc8lIFCaFD0gfX0IgIUH42zTDG+71YYj0APJ1/ejMilB qJ0HgE0QM1q02W/2luqntnfsaiJNUQUWMxWi/lWMd4UgXuMglU85EhhEpmvsR0QCSh2hRWMvHrs2H/EqdRO6/Z18eV5kXeQxHtoj1URX V0iproCrWQgyh6QE/oFb1Z99aj9Wy9fFsLVn6zjX7Bev8CDXeTww==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ou27704Etn+guCvqjBVmImNlg+g=">A AAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqjvdDBahbmpaxceu6MZlBWMLSQiT6W07dCYJMxOhhKI/oxsRXfkV/oB/47RmodWzOveec+GeEyacKW3bn 1Zhbn5hcam4XFpZXVvfKG9u3ao4lRQcGvNYdkKigLMIHM00h04igYiQQzscXk709h1IxeLoRo8S8AXpR6zHKNFmFZR3XC8W0CdB5kmBx fiw2vASdoBPjvygXLFr9hT4L6nnpIJytILyh9eNaSog0pQTpdy6nWg/I1IzymFc8lIFCaFD0gfX0IgIUH42zTDG+71YYj0APJ1/ejMilB qJ0HgE0QM1q02W/2luqntnfsaiJNUQUWMxWi/lWMd4UgXuMglU85EhhEpmvsR0QCSh2hRWMvHrs2H/EqdRO6/Z18eV5kXeQxHtoj1URX V0iproCrWQgyh6QE/oFb1Z99aj9Wy9fFsLVn6zjX7Bev8CDXeTww==</latexit>
1.0141
<latexit sha1_base64="FkS/c++uTQzE7iJ9bUD+PIUU/RM=">AAAB5nicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xD3XpZiIxc dW0hgTZkbhxiYkFEmjIdLiFkelPZqYmpOEZdGOMrnwgX8C3ccAuFDyrb+45k9xzg1RwpR3nyyptbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTjkoyydBjiUhkL6AKBY/R01wL7KUSaRQI7AbTm4XffUSpeBLf61mKfkTHMQ85o9qMOq7tuHV3WK 05trMUWQe3gBoUag+rn4NRwrIIY80EVarvOqn2cyo1ZwLnlUGmMKVsSsfYNxjTCJWfL7edk4swkURPkCzfv7M5jZSaRYHJRFRP1Kq3GP7n9TMdXvs5j9NMY8xMxHhhJohOyKI0GXGJTIuZAcokN1sSNqGSMm1OUzH13dWy6+Bd 2U3buavXWs3iDmU4g3O4BBca0IJbaIMHDB7gGd7g3eLWk/Vivf5ES1bx5xT+yPr4BgW0izo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FkS/c++uTQzE7iJ9bUD+PIUU/RM=">AAAB5nicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xD3XpZiIxc dW0hgTZkbhxiYkFEmjIdLiFkelPZqYmpOEZdGOMrnwgX8C3ccAuFDyrb+45k9xzg1RwpR3nyyptbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTjkoyydBjiUhkL6AKBY/R01wL7KUSaRQI7AbTm4XffUSpeBLf61mKfkTHMQ85o9qMOq7tuHV3WK 05trMUWQe3gBoUag+rn4NRwrIIY80EVarvOqn2cyo1ZwLnlUGmMKVsSsfYNxjTCJWfL7edk4swkURPkCzfv7M5jZSaRYHJRFRP1Kq3GP7n9TMdXvs5j9NMY8xMxHhhJohOyKI0GXGJTIuZAcokN1sSNqGSMm1OUzH13dWy6+Bd 2U3buavXWs3iDmU4g3O4BBca0IJbaIMHDB7gGd7g3eLWk/Vivf5ES1bx5xT+yPr4BgW0izo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FkS/c++uTQzE7iJ9bUD+PIUU/RM=">AAAB5nicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xD3XpZiIxc dW0hgTZkbhxiYkFEmjIdLiFkelPZqYmpOEZdGOMrnwgX8C3ccAuFDyrb+45k9xzg1RwpR3nyyptbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTjkoyydBjiUhkL6AKBY/R01wL7KUSaRQI7AbTm4XffUSpeBLf61mKfkTHMQ85o9qMOq7tuHV3WK 05trMUWQe3gBoUag+rn4NRwrIIY80EVarvOqn2cyo1ZwLnlUGmMKVsSsfYNxjTCJWfL7edk4swkURPkCzfv7M5jZSaRYHJRFRP1Kq3GP7n9TMdXvs5j9NMY8xMxHhhJohOyKI0GXGJTIuZAcokN1sSNqGSMm1OUzH13dWy6+Bd 2U3buavXWs3iDmU4g3O4BBca0IJbaIMHDB7gGd7g3eLWk/Vivf5ES1bx5xT+yPr4BgW0izo=</latexit>
1.0140
<latexit sha1_base64="yOLQlYO9ldhTu0XOgkn/0 aYCLWM=">AAAB5nicbZDNTgIxFIXv4B/iH+rSTSMxcUU6xkTZkbhxiYkDJDAhnXIHKp2ftB0TMuEZdGOMrnw gX8C3seAsFDyrr/ecJvfcIJVCG0q/nNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTHD2eyER1A6ZRihg9I4zEbqqQRYHE TjC5mfudR1RaJPG9maboR2wUi1BwZuyo7dape0kH1Rqt04XIKrgF1KBQa1D97A8TnkUYGy6Z1j2XpsbPmTKCS 5xV+pnGlPEJG2HPYswi1H6+2HZGzsJEETNGsnj/zuYs0noaBTYTMTPWy958+J/Xy0x47eciTjODMbcR64WZJ CYh89JkKBRyI6cWGFfCbkn4mCnGjT1NxdZ3l8uugndRb9Tp3WWt2SjuUIYTOIVzcOEKmnALLfCAwwM8wxu8O8 J5cl6c159oySn+HMMfOR/fBDeLOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yOLQlYO9ldhTu0XOgkn/0 aYCLWM=">AAAB5nicbZDNTgIxFIXv4B/iH+rSTSMxcUU6xkTZkbhxiYkDJDAhnXIHKp2ftB0TMuEZdGOMrnw gX8C3seAsFDyrr/ecJvfcIJVCG0q/nNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTHD2eyER1A6ZRihg9I4zEbqqQRYHE TjC5mfudR1RaJPG9maboR2wUi1BwZuyo7dape0kH1Rqt04XIKrgF1KBQa1D97A8TnkUYGy6Z1j2XpsbPmTKCS 5xV+pnGlPEJG2HPYswi1H6+2HZGzsJEETNGsnj/zuYs0noaBTYTMTPWy958+J/Xy0x47eciTjODMbcR64WZJ CYh89JkKBRyI6cWGFfCbkn4mCnGjT1NxdZ3l8uugndRb9Tp3WWt2SjuUIYTOIVzcOEKmnALLfCAwwM8wxu8O8 J5cl6c159oySn+HMMfOR/fBDeLOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yOLQlYO9ldhTu0XOgkn/0 aYCLWM=">AAAB5nicbZDNTgIxFIXv4B/iH+rSTSMxcUU6xkTZkbhxiYkDJDAhnXIHKp2ftB0TMuEZdGOMrnw gX8C3seAsFDyrr/ecJvfcIJVCG0q/nNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTHD2eyER1A6ZRihg9I4zEbqqQRYHE TjC5mfudR1RaJPG9maboR2wUi1BwZuyo7dape0kH1Rqt04XIKrgF1KBQa1D97A8TnkUYGy6Z1j2XpsbPmTKCS 5xV+pnGlPEJG2HPYswi1H6+2HZGzsJEETNGsnj/zuYs0noaBTYTMTPWy958+J/Xy0x47eciTjODMbcR64WZJ CYh89JkKBRyI6cWGFfCbkn4mCnGjT1NxdZ3l8uugndRb9Tp3WWt2SjuUIYTOIVzcOEKmnALLfCAwwM8wxu8O8 J5cl6c159oySn+HMMfOR/fBDeLOQ==</latexit>
(MHz)
<latexit sha1_base64="0RfTjzV5ihNQwS+rGXv1Mtube8Y=">AAAB6XicbZDNTgIxFIXv4B/iH+rSTSMxw Q0ZjImyI3HDxgQTRzAwIZ1ygYZ2ZtJ2THDCS+jGGF35Or6Ab2PBWSh4Vl/vOU3uuUEsuDau++XkVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+wZ2OEsXQY5GIVDugGgUP0TPcCGzHCqkMBLaC8dXMbz2g0jwKb80kRl/SYcgHnFFjR/ddJUn5uv F42iuW3Io7F1mGagYlyNTsFT+7/YglEkPDBNW6U3Vj46dUGc4ETgvdRGNM2ZgOsWMxpBK1n84XnpKTQaSIGSGZv39nUyq1nsjAZiQ1I73ozYb/eZ3EDC79lIdxYjBkNmK9QSKIicisN+lzhcyIiQXKFLdbEjaiijJjr1Ow9auL ZZfBO6vUKu7Nealey+6QhyM4hjJU4QLq0IAmeMBAwjO8wbsjnCfnxXn9ieac7M8h/JHz8Q3ZtYzu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0RfTjzV5ihNQwS+rGXv1Mtube8Y=">AAAB6XicbZDNTgIxFIXv4B/iH+rSTSMxw Q0ZjImyI3HDxgQTRzAwIZ1ygYZ2ZtJ2THDCS+jGGF35Or6Ab2PBWSh4Vl/vOU3uuUEsuDau++XkVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+wZ2OEsXQY5GIVDugGgUP0TPcCGzHCqkMBLaC8dXMbz2g0jwKb80kRl/SYcgHnFFjR/ddJUn5uv F42iuW3Io7F1mGagYlyNTsFT+7/YglEkPDBNW6U3Vj46dUGc4ETgvdRGNM2ZgOsWMxpBK1n84XnpKTQaSIGSGZv39nUyq1nsjAZiQ1I73ozYb/eZ3EDC79lIdxYjBkNmK9QSKIicisN+lzhcyIiQXKFLdbEjaiijJjr1Ow9auL ZZfBO6vUKu7Nealey+6QhyM4hjJU4QLq0IAmeMBAwjO8wbsjnCfnxXn9ieac7M8h/JHz8Q3ZtYzu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0RfTjzV5ihNQwS+rGXv1Mtube8Y=">AAAB6XicbZDNTgIxFIXv4B/iH+rSTSMxw Q0ZjImyI3HDxgQTRzAwIZ1ygYZ2ZtJ2THDCS+jGGF35Or6Ab2PBWSh4Vl/vOU3uuUEsuDau++XkVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+wZ2OEsXQY5GIVDugGgUP0TPcCGzHCqkMBLaC8dXMbz2g0jwKb80kRl/SYcgHnFFjR/ddJUn5uv F42iuW3Io7F1mGagYlyNTsFT+7/YglEkPDBNW6U3Vj46dUGc4ETgvdRGNM2ZgOsWMxpBK1n84XnpKTQaSIGSGZv39nUyq1nsjAZiQ1I73ozYb/eZ3EDC79lIdxYjBkNmK9QSKIicisN+lzhcyIiQXKFLdbEjaiijJjr1Ow9auL ZZfBO6vUKu7Nealey+6QhyM4hjJU4QLq0IAmeMBAwjO8wbsjnCfnxXn9ieac7M8h/JHz8Q3ZtYzu</latexit>
0
<latexit sh a1_base64="k+5Jm7nBfN +6NAR9cz3F2lf+vt8=">A AAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4iv GV9Slm8YguAoTETS7gBuX CTgaSIbQ06lJmvQ86K4Rw pAf0I2Irvwlf8C/sRNnoY l3dbrubahbQaqkIdf9ckp r6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo 3iSZFuiJRCW6G3CDSsbok SSF3VQjjwKFD8HkZu4/PKI 2MonvaJqiH/FRLEMpONlR xx1Ua27dXYitQqOAGhRqD 6qf/WEisghjEoob02u4Kf k51ySFwlmlnxlMuZjwEfY sxjxC4+eLRWfsLEw0ozGy xft3NueRMdMosJmI09gse /Phf14vo/Daz2WcZoSxsBH rhZlilLB5XzaUGgWpqQUu tLRbMjHmmguyV6nY+o3ls qvgXdSbdbdzWWs1izuU4Q RO4RwacAUtuIU2eCAA4Rn e4N0ZOk/Oi/P6Ey05xZ9j +CPn4xvdrooT</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="k+5Jm7nBfN +6NAR9cz3F2lf+vt8=">A AAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4iv GV9Slm8YguAoTETS7gBuX CTgaSIbQ06lJmvQ86K4Rw pAf0I2Irvwlf8C/sRNnoY l3dbrubahbQaqkIdf9ckp r6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo 3iSZFuiJRCW6G3CDSsbok SSF3VQjjwKFD8HkZu4/PKI 2MonvaJqiH/FRLEMpONlR xx1Ua27dXYitQqOAGhRqD 6qf/WEisghjEoob02u4Kf k51ySFwlmlnxlMuZjwEfY sxjxC4+eLRWfsLEw0ozGy xft3NueRMdMosJmI09gse /Phf14vo/Daz2WcZoSxsBH rhZlilLB5XzaUGgWpqQUu tLRbMjHmmguyV6nY+o3ls qvgXdSbdbdzWWs1izuU4Q RO4RwacAUtuIU2eCAA4Rn e4N0ZOk/Oi/P6Ey05xZ9j +CPn4xvdrooT</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="k+5Jm7nBfN +6NAR9cz3F2lf+vt8=">A AAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4iv GV9Slm8YguAoTETS7gBuX CTgaSIbQ06lJmvQ86K4Rw pAf0I2Irvwlf8C/sRNnoY l3dbrubahbQaqkIdf9ckp r6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo 3iSZFuiJRCW6G3CDSsbok SSF3VQjjwKFD8HkZu4/PKI 2MonvaJqiH/FRLEMpONlR xx1Ua27dXYitQqOAGhRqD 6qf/WEisghjEoob02u4Kf k51ySFwlmlnxlMuZjwEfY sxjxC4+eLRWfsLEw0ozGy xft3NueRMdMosJmI09gse /Phf14vo/Daz2WcZoSxsBH rhZlilLB5XzaUGgWpqQUu tLRbMjHmmguyV6nY+o3ls qvgXdSbdbdzWWs1izuU4Q RO4RwacAUtuIU2eCAA4Rn e4N0ZOk/Oi/P6Ey05xZ9j +CPn4xvdrooT</latexit>
4
<latexit sh a1_base64="5m369sI+nD hpacGOD3UwBimNpH8=">A AAB4XicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+ tf1WXbgaL4KokUtDuCm5c tmBsoQ1lMr1ph84kYWYil NAX0I2IrnwlX8C3cVqz0N az+uaeM3DPDVPBtXHdL6e 0sbm1vVPereztHxweVY9P HnSSKYY+S0SieiHVKHiMv uFGYC9VSGUosBtObxd+9xG V5kl8b2YpBpKOYx5xRo0d dRrDas2tu0uRdfAKqEGh9 rD6ORglLJMYGyao1n3PTU 2QU2U4EzivDDKNKWVTOsa +xZhK1EG+XHROLqJEETNB snz/zuZUaj2Toc1IaiZ61 VsM//P6mYlugpzHaWYwZjZ ivSgTxCRk0ZeMuEJmxMwC ZYrbLQmbUEWZsVep2Prea tl18K/qzbrbadRazeIOZT iDc7gED66hBXfQBh8YIDz DG7w7I+fJeXFef6Ilp/hz Cn/kfHwD46KKFw==</late xit><latexit sh a1_base64="KFlGqU3N8d 3h8DsKsaQNHnFql3s=">A AAB3XicbZC9SgNBFIXvxr8 Y/6KtzWAQrMKuCJouYGMZ wTWBZAmzk7vJkNkfZu4KY ckLaGOhhe/kC/g2TuIWmn iqb+45A/fcMFPSkOt+OZW Nza3tnepubW//4PCoXjt+ NGmuBfoiVanuhdygkgn6J ElhL9PI41BhN5zeLvzuE2o j0+SBZhkGMR8nMpKCkx3d Xw3rDbfpLsXWwSuhAaU6w /rnYJSKPMaEhOLG9D03o6 DgmqRQOK8NcoMZF1M+xr7 FhMdogmK56JydR6lmNEG2 fP/OFjw2ZhaHNhNzmphVb zH8z+vnFN0EhUyynDARNmK 9KFeMUrboy0ZSoyA1s8CF lnZLJiZcc0H2KjVb31stu w7+ZbPVdBvtVnmFKpzCGV yAB9fQhjvogA8CEF7gDd6 dkfPsvP4EK0754wT+yPn4 BoR/iPQ=</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="KFlGqU3N8d 3h8DsKsaQNHnFql3s=">A AAB3XicbZC9SgNBFIXvxr8 Y/6KtzWAQrMKuCJouYGMZ wTWBZAmzk7vJkNkfZu4KY ckLaGOhhe/kC/g2TuIWmn iqb+45A/fcMFPSkOt+OZW Nza3tnepubW//4PCoXjt+ NGmuBfoiVanuhdygkgn6J ElhL9PI41BhN5zeLvzuE2o j0+SBZhkGMR8nMpKCkx3d Xw3rDbfpLsXWwSuhAaU6w /rnYJSKPMaEhOLG9D03o6 DgmqRQOK8NcoMZF1M+xr7 FhMdogmK56JydR6lmNEG2 fP/OFjw2ZhaHNhNzmphVb zH8z+vnFN0EhUyynDARNmK 9KFeMUrboy0ZSoyA1s8CF lnZLJiZcc0H2KjVb31stu w7+ZbPVdBvtVnmFKpzCGV yAB9fQhjvogA8CEF7gDd6 dkfPsvP4EK0754wT+yPn4 BoR/iPQ=</latexit>
 4
<latexit sh a1_base64="jKHk1Udw0u uRh6+pvwvuLbGtmFE=">A AAB4nicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K3 1r+rSzWAR3FgSKWh3BTcu qxhbaEOZTG/aoTNJmJkIJ fQJdCOiKx/JF/BtnNYstP WsvrnnDNxzw1RwbVz3y1l ZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweH DzrJFEOfJSJRnZBqFDxG3 3AjsJMqpDIU2A7H1zO//Yh K8yS+N5MUA0mHMY84o8aO 7s7r/UrVrblzkWXwCqhCo Va/8tkbJCyTGBsmqNZdz0 1NkFNlOBM4LfcyjSllYzr ErsWYStRBPt90Sk6jRBEz QjJ//87mVGo9kaHNSGpGe tGbDf/zupmJroKcx2lmMGY 2Yr0oE8QkZFaYDLhCZsTE AmWK2y0JG1FFmbFnKdv63 mLZZfAvao2ae1uvNhvFHU pwDCdwBh5cQhNuoAU+MIj gGd7g3UHnyXlxXn+iK07x 5wj+yPn4Bku0ik4=</late xit><latexit sh a1_base64="jKHk1Udw0u uRh6+pvwvuLbGtmFE=">A AAB4nicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K3 1r+rSzWAR3FgSKWh3BTcu qxhbaEOZTG/aoTNJmJkIJ fQJdCOiKx/JF/BtnNYstP WsvrnnDNxzw1RwbVz3y1l ZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweH DzrJFEOfJSJRnZBqFDxG3 3AjsJMqpDIU2A7H1zO//Yh K8yS+N5MUA0mHMY84o8aO 7s7r/UrVrblzkWXwCqhCo Va/8tkbJCyTGBsmqNZdz0 1NkFNlOBM4LfcyjSllYzr ErsWYStRBPt90Sk6jRBEz QjJ//87mVGo9kaHNSGpGe tGbDf/zupmJroKcx2lmMGY 2Yr0oE8QkZFaYDLhCZsTE AmWK2y0JG1FFmbFnKdv63 mLZZfAvao2ae1uvNhvFHU pwDCdwBh5cQhNuoAU+MIj gGd7g3UHnyXlxXn+iK07x 5wj+yPn4Bku0ik4=</late xit><latexit sh a1_base64="jKHk1Udw0u uRh6+pvwvuLbGtmFE=">A AAB4nicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K3 1r+rSzWAR3FgSKWh3BTcu qxhbaEOZTG/aoTNJmJkIJ fQJdCOiKx/JF/BtnNYstP WsvrnnDNxzw1RwbVz3y1l ZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweH DzrJFEOfJSJRnZBqFDxG3 3AjsJMqpDIU2A7H1zO//Yh K8yS+N5MUA0mHMY84o8aO 7s7r/UrVrblzkWXwCqhCo Va/8tkbJCyTGBsmqNZdz0 1NkFNlOBM4LfcyjSllYzr ErsWYStRBPt90Sk6jRBEz QjJ//87mVGo9kaHNSGpGe tGbDf/zupmJroKcx2lmMGY 2Yr0oE8QkZFaYDLhCZsTE AmWK2y0JG1FFmbFnKdv63 mLZZfAvao2ae1uvNhvFHU pwDCdwBh5cQhNuoAU+MIj gGd7g3UHnyXlxXn+iK07x 5wj+yPn4Bku0ik4=</late xit>
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t⇡ ⌘ ↵(T/l) = 30(T/63) t⇡ ⌘ ↵(T/l) = 30(T/63)
FIG. 3. a) Fz(t) in the pi-pulse region after the application of a con-
stant Ω, while in b) we can observe the oscillating character of Fz(t)
because of the action of Ω(t) in c). The latter is displayed over
tpi = 30(T/63) ≈ 0.469 µs, i.e. α = 30 and l = 63. We selected
c = tpi/10. The maximum value of Ω(t) is ≈ (2pi)×6.4 MHz. d) Spec-
trum for ideal instantaneous pulses (blue), shaped pulses (squares),
and top-hat pulses with a constant Ω of (2pi) × 20 MHz (yellow line)
and (2pi) × 40 MHz (red line).
Fz(t) the following boundary conditions are needed: Fz(t j) =
(−1)n+1 and Fz(t j+1) = (−1)n, for the nth shaped pi-pulse.
These conditions have an infinite number of solutions and
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]
, (14)
with β a parameter that will be fixed with Eq. (13). For the first
shaped pi-pulse tp is the middle point in between t1 and t2, or
between t3 and t4 for the second one. The α and c parameters
can be advisedly adjusted, such that their value determine the
pulse length and maximum intensity of the employed Ω(t) in
Eq. (12). The above solution is valid for α equal to 1, 2, 3, ..
i.e. when the shaped pi-pulse contains a natural number of
periods of cos (lωmt). Equation (13) leads to the following
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where γ and c are related as γ = tpi/c. Once β is cho-
sen, one can calculate Ω(t) = ∂t arccos [F(t)] from Fz(t) =
cos





Fig. 3 a) shows the evolution of Fz(t) from +1 to −1 that
results from the application of a pi-pulse with a constant Ω,
i.e. a standard top-hat pulse as those in Fig. 1 b), while Fig. 3
b) corresponds to Fz(t) for the shaped pi-pulse whose Ω(t) is
shown in c). To further visualise the effect of the modulated
Rabi frequency Ω(t) in the Fz(t) function, in the Supplemental
Material [46] we have included a whole period of Fz(t) that
results from the application of the Ω(t) in Fig. 3 c). In Fig. 3
d) we have computed the response versus frequency that re-
sults from a system at Bz = 1.5 T involving a NV center and
two H nuclei with ~A1 = (2pi) × [0, 14.43,−46.63] kHz and,
~A2 = (2pi) × [−10.93, 6.31,−42.34] kHz. The blue line cor-
responds to the signal obtained for 1440 ideal instantaneous
pi-pulses (final time of the sequence t f ≈ 0.71 ms). The black
squares represent the signal that emerges when our shaped
pulses in Fig. 3 c) are applied. Here we use the sequence
[XYXYYXYX]N for its robustness against errors on the MW
control (for an analysis including non-robust pulse construc-
tions see Suplemental Material [46]) with N = 180 and X (Y)
a shaped pulse with phase φ = 0 (φ = pi2 ), see Eq. (12). This
signal overlaps with the ideal one employing instantaneous pi-
pulses which demonstrates the efficiency of our method. At
this point it is important to clarify that the previous numeri-
cal simulation involving NV nuclei has been computed from
Eq. (A1) replacing the driving in that equation by the pulse
Hamiltonian in Eq. (12). The yellow line corresponds to the
application of standard top-hat pi-pulses with Ω = (2pi) × 20
MHz, while the red one uses Ω = (2pi)×40 MHz. In these two
cases, the signal contrast is seriously reduced with respect to
the one obtained with our shaped pulses which employ a max-
imum of only Ω = (2pi) × 6.4 MHz.
In Fig. 4 the same effect is shown for a classical signal tar-
get. Here we demonstrate that the contrast reduction appears
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<latexit sha1_base64="tH+jrP97rQ3krD4lxKFXkRVRwL4=">AAAB8nicbZDNSs NAFIVv6l+tf1GXbgaL4CokRbDuim66ESoYW2hCmUyn7dCZJMxMCjX0SXQjoisfxRfwbZzWLLT1rL655wzce6KUM6Vd98sqra1vbG6Vtys7u3v7B/bh0YNKMkmoTxKeyE6E FeUspr5mmtNOKikWEaftaHwz99sTKhVL4ns9TWko8DBmA0awNqOebdcdr4YClAdSoNvm46xnV13HXQitgldAFQq1evZn0E9IJmisCcdKdT031WGOpWaE01klyBRNMRnjIe 0ajLGgKswXm8/Q2SCRSI8oWrx/Z3MslJqKyGQE1iO17M2H/3ndTA/qYc7iNNM0JiZivEHGkU7QvADUZ5ISzacGMJHMbInICEtMtKmpYs73lo9dBb/mXDnu3UW1cV30UIYT OIVz8OASGtCEFvhAYALP8AbvVmY9WS/W60+0ZBV/juGPrI9vdMePeg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tH+jrP97rQ3krD4lxKFXkRVRwL4=">AAAB8nicbZDNSs NAFIVv6l+tf1GXbgaL4CokRbDuim66ESoYW2hCmUyn7dCZJMxMCjX0SXQjoisfxRfwbZzWLLT1rL655wzce6KUM6Vd98sqra1vbG6Vtys7u3v7B/bh0YNKMkmoTxKeyE6E FeUspr5mmtNOKikWEaftaHwz99sTKhVL4ns9TWko8DBmA0awNqOebdcdr4YClAdSoNvm46xnV13HXQitgldAFQq1evZn0E9IJmisCcdKdT031WGOpWaE01klyBRNMRnjIe 0ajLGgKswXm8/Q2SCRSI8oWrx/Z3MslJqKyGQE1iO17M2H/3ndTA/qYc7iNNM0JiZivEHGkU7QvADUZ5ISzacGMJHMbInICEtMtKmpYs73lo9dBb/mXDnu3UW1cV30UIYT OIVz8OASGtCEFvhAYALP8AbvVmY9WS/W60+0ZBV/juGPrI9vdMePeg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tH+jrP97rQ3krD4lxKFXkRVRwL4=">AAAB8nicbZDNSs NAFIVv6l+tf1GXbgaL4CokRbDuim66ESoYW2hCmUyn7dCZJMxMCjX0SXQjoisfxRfwbZzWLLT1rL655wzce6KUM6Vd98sqra1vbG6Vtys7u3v7B/bh0YNKMkmoTxKeyE6E FeUspr5mmtNOKikWEaftaHwz99sTKhVL4ns9TWko8DBmA0awNqOebdcdr4YClAdSoNvm46xnV13HXQitgldAFQq1evZn0E9IJmisCcdKdT031WGOpWaE01klyBRNMRnjIe 0ajLGgKswXm8/Q2SCRSI8oWrx/Z3MslJqKyGQE1iO17M2H/3ndTA/qYc7iNNM0JiZivEHGkU7QvADUZ5ISzacGMJHMbInICEtMtKmpYs73lo9dBb/mXDnu3UW1cV30UIYT OIVz8OASGtCEFvhAYALP8AbvVmY9WS/W60+0ZBV/juGPrI9vdMePeg==</latexit>
t⇡ ⌘ ↵(T/l) = 8(T/33)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZVBHAC8ul KkY2clz/9IlL+oPU+c=">AAACBXicbZDNTgIxFIU7/iL+oS7dNBIT2OAgJuLCh OjGJSaMkDAT0il3mIbOj22HhEzY68voxhhd+QK+gG9jwVkoeFdf7zlN7jluzJl UpvllLC2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf07GSWCgkUjHomOSyRwFoKlmOLQiQWQwOXQ dofXU709AiFZFLbUOAYnIIOQeYwSpVe9QlH1UjtmExvuEzbCNuGxT0qtE17Gl7 iuoVYra5dZMWeDF6GaQRFl0+wVPu1+RJMAQkU5kbJbNWPlpEQoRjlM8nYiISZ0 SAbQ1RiSAKSTzsJM8LEXCax8wLP3b29KAinHgas9AVG+nNemy/+0bqK8upOyME 4UhFRbtOYlHKsITzvBfSaAKj7WQKhg+kpMfSIIVbq5vI5fnQ+7CNZp5aJi3p4 VG1dZDzl0iI5QCVXROWqgG9REFqLoET2jN/RuPBhPxovx+mNdMrI/B+jPGB/fj CeWqA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZVBHAC8ul KkY2clz/9IlL+oPU+c=">AAACBXicbZDNTgIxFIU7/iL+oS7dNBIT2OAgJuLCh OjGJSaMkDAT0il3mIbOj22HhEzY68voxhhd+QK+gG9jwVkoeFdf7zlN7jluzJl UpvllLC2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf07GSWCgkUjHomOSyRwFoKlmOLQiQWQwOXQ dofXU709AiFZFLbUOAYnIIOQeYwSpVe9QlH1UjtmExvuEzbCNuGxT0qtE17Gl7 iuoVYra5dZMWeDF6GaQRFl0+wVPu1+RJMAQkU5kbJbNWPlpEQoRjlM8nYiISZ0 SAbQ1RiSAKSTzsJM8LEXCax8wLP3b29KAinHgas9AVG+nNemy/+0bqK8upOyME 4UhFRbtOYlHKsITzvBfSaAKj7WQKhg+kpMfSIIVbq5vI5fnQ+7CNZp5aJi3p4 VG1dZDzl0iI5QCVXROWqgG9REFqLoET2jN/RuPBhPxovx+mNdMrI/B+jPGB/fj CeWqA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZVBHAC8ul KkY2clz/9IlL+oPU+c=">AAACBXicbZDNTgIxFIU7/iL+oS7dNBIT2OAgJuLCh OjGJSaMkDAT0il3mIbOj22HhEzY68voxhhd+QK+gG9jwVkoeFdf7zlN7jluzJl UpvllLC2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf07GSWCgkUjHomOSyRwFoKlmOLQiQWQwOXQ dofXU709AiFZFLbUOAYnIIOQeYwSpVe9QlH1UjtmExvuEzbCNuGxT0qtE17Gl7 iuoVYra5dZMWeDF6GaQRFl0+wVPu1+RJMAQkU5kbJbNWPlpEQoRjlM8nYiISZ0 SAbQ1RiSAKSTzsJM8LEXCax8wLP3b29KAinHgas9AVG+nNemy/+0bqK8upOyME 4UhFRbtOYlHKsITzvBfSaAKj7WQKhg+kpMfSIIVbq5vI5fnQ+7CNZp5aJi3p4 VG1dZDzl0iI5QCVXROWqgG9REFqLoET2jN/RuPBhPxovx+mNdMrI/B+jPGB/fj CeWqA==</latexit>
0.96
<latexit sha1_base64="Ve/PlXiaOX4agaPC Zr6G6OxLtVw=">AAAB5XicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4CqkUtTuCm5cVjC20IYymd40Qyc/zE yEEvoKuhHRlS/kC/g2TmoW2npW39xzBu65fiq40o7zZVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf2D+uHRg0oyydBliU hk36cKBY/R1VwL7KcSaeQL7PnTm8LvPaJUPInv9SxFL6KTmAecUW1GrmO3L2ujesOxnYXIKjRLaE Cp7qj+ORwnLIsw1kxQpQZNJ9VeTqXmTOC8NswUppRN6QQHBmMaofLyxbJzchYkkugQyeL9O5vTSK lZ5JtMRHWolr1i+J83yHRw7eU8TjONMTMR4wWZIDohRWcy5hKZFjMDlElutiQspJIybS5T1G8ul1 0F98Ju285dq9FplXeowgmcwjk04Qo6cAtdcIEBh2d4g3crtJ6sF+v1J1qxyj/H8EfWxzdqSIrd</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ve/PlXiaOX4agaPC Zr6G6OxLtVw=">AAAB5XicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4CqkUtTuCm5cVjC20IYymd40Qyc/zE yEEvoKuhHRlS/kC/g2TmoW2npW39xzBu65fiq40o7zZVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf2D+uHRg0oyydBliU hk36cKBY/R1VwL7KcSaeQL7PnTm8LvPaJUPInv9SxFL6KTmAecUW1GrmO3L2ujesOxnYXIKjRLaE Cp7qj+ORwnLIsw1kxQpQZNJ9VeTqXmTOC8NswUppRN6QQHBmMaofLyxbJzchYkkugQyeL9O5vTSK lZ5JtMRHWolr1i+J83yHRw7eU8TjONMTMR4wWZIDohRWcy5hKZFjMDlElutiQspJIybS5T1G8ul1 0F98Ju285dq9FplXeowgmcwjk04Qo6cAtdcIEBh2d4g3crtJ6sF+v1J1qxyj/H8EfWxzdqSIrd</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ve/PlXiaOX4agaPC Zr6G6OxLtVw=">AAAB5XicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4CqkUtTuCm5cVjC20IYymd40Qyc/zE yEEvoKuhHRlS/kC/g2TmoW2npW39xzBu65fiq40o7zZVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf2D+uHRg0oyydBliU hk36cKBY/R1VwL7KcSaeQL7PnTm8LvPaJUPInv9SxFL6KTmAecUW1GrmO3L2ujesOxnYXIKjRLaE Cp7qj+ORwnLIsw1kxQpQZNJ9VeTqXmTOC8NswUppRN6QQHBmMaofLyxbJzchYkkugQyeL9O5vTSK lZ5JtMRHWolr1i+J83yHRw7eU8TjONMTMR4wWZIDohRWcy5hKZFjMDlElutiQspJIybS5T1G8ul1 0F98Ju285dq9FplXeowgmcwjk04Qo6cAtdcIEBh2d4g3crtJ6sF+v1J1qxyj/H8EfWxzdqSIrd</ latexit>
0.98
<latexit sha1_base64="fiQtNIZLrxCxp4pe SdyrE9y0ADE=">AAAB5XicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4CqkUrDdFdy4rGBsoQ1lMr1phk5+mJ kIJfQVdCOiK1/IF/BtnNQstPWsvrnnDNxz/VRwpR3ny6psbG5t71R3a3v7B4dH9eOTB5VkkqHLEp HIgU8VCh6jq7kWOEgl0sgX2PdnN4Xff0SpeBLf63mKXkSnMQ84o9qMXMfutGvjesOxnaXIOjRLaE Cp3rj+OZokLIsw1kxQpYZNJ9VeTqXmTOCiNsoUppTN6BSHBmMaofLy5bILchEkkugQyfL9O5vTSK l55JtMRHWoVr1i+J83zHTQ9nIep5nGmJmI8YJMEJ2QojOZcIlMi7kByiQ3WxIWUkmZNpcp6jdXy6 6De2V3bOeu1ei2yjtU4QzO4RKacA1duIUeuMCAwzO8wbsVWk/Wi/X6E61Y5Z9T+CPr4xttRIrf</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fiQtNIZLrxCxp4pe SdyrE9y0ADE=">AAAB5XicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4CqkUrDdFdy4rGBsoQ1lMr1phk5+mJ kIJfQVdCOiK1/IF/BtnNQstPWsvrnnDNxz/VRwpR3ny6psbG5t71R3a3v7B4dH9eOTB5VkkqHLEp HIgU8VCh6jq7kWOEgl0sgX2PdnN4Xff0SpeBLf63mKXkSnMQ84o9qMXMfutGvjesOxnaXIOjRLaE Cp3rj+OZokLIsw1kxQpYZNJ9VeTqXmTOCiNsoUppTN6BSHBmMaofLy5bILchEkkugQyfL9O5vTSK l55JtMRHWoVr1i+J83zHTQ9nIep5nGmJmI8YJMEJ2QojOZcIlMi7kByiQ3WxIWUkmZNpcp6jdXy6 6De2V3bOeu1ei2yjtU4QzO4RKacA1duIUeuMCAwzO8wbsVWk/Wi/X6E61Y5Z9T+CPr4xttRIrf</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fiQtNIZLrxCxp4pe SdyrE9y0ADE=">AAAB5XicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4CqkUrDdFdy4rGBsoQ1lMr1phk5+mJ kIJfQVdCOiK1/IF/BtnNQstPWsvrnnDNxz/VRwpR3ny6psbG5t71R3a3v7B4dH9eOTB5VkkqHLEp HIgU8VCh6jq7kWOEgl0sgX2PdnN4Xff0SpeBLf63mKXkSnMQ84o9qMXMfutGvjesOxnaXIOjRLaE Cp3rj+OZokLIsw1kxQpYZNJ9VeTqXmTOCiNsoUppTN6BSHBmMaofLy5bILchEkkugQyfL9O5vTSK l55JtMRHWoVr1i+J83zHTQ9nIep5nGmJmI8YJMEJ2QojOZcIlMi7kByiQ3WxIWUkmZNpcp6jdXy6 6De2V3bOeu1ei2yjtU4QzO4RKacA1duIUeuMCAwzO8wbsVWk/Wi/X6E61Y5Z9T+CPr4xttRIrf</ latexit>
1
<latexit sha1_base64="zFoU9euY2DraaVzi aTfVRKaO7z0=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIqi7gBuXCTgmkAyhp1OTNOl50F 0jhJAf0I2Irvwlf8C/sRNnoYl3dbrubahbYaakIdf9ckpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDowaS5FuiLVK W6E3KDSibokySFnUwjj0OF7XB8O/fbj6iNTJN7mmQYxHyYyEgKTnbU8vrVmlt3F2Kr4BVQg0LNfv WzN0hFHmNCQnFjup6bUTDlmqRQOKv0coMZF2M+xK7FhMdoguli0Rk7i1LNaIRs8f6dnfLYmEkc2k zMaWSWvfnwP6+bU3QdTGWS5YSJsBHrRblilLJ5XzaQGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyV6nY+t5y2VXwL+ o3dbd1WWtcFncowwmcwjl4cAUNuIMm+CAA4Rne4N0ZOE/Oi/P6Ey05xZ9j+CPn4xvdqooP</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="zFoU9euY2DraaVzi aTfVRKaO7z0=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIqi7gBuXCTgmkAyhp1OTNOl50F 0jhJAf0I2Irvwlf8C/sRNnoYl3dbrubahbYaakIdf9ckpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDowaS5FuiLVK W6E3KDSibokySFnUwjj0OF7XB8O/fbj6iNTJN7mmQYxHyYyEgKTnbU8vrVmlt3F2Kr4BVQg0LNfv WzN0hFHmNCQnFjup6bUTDlmqRQOKv0coMZF2M+xK7FhMdoguli0Rk7i1LNaIRs8f6dnfLYmEkc2k zMaWSWvfnwP6+bU3QdTGWS5YSJsBHrRblilLJ5XzaQGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyV6nY+t5y2VXwL+ o3dbd1WWtcFncowwmcwjl4cAUNuIMm+CAA4Rne4N0ZOE/Oi/P6Ey05xZ9j+CPn4xvdqooP</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="zFoU9euY2DraaVzi aTfVRKaO7z0=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIqi7gBuXCTgmkAyhp1OTNOl50F 0jhJAf0I2Irvwlf8C/sRNnoYl3dbrubahbYaakIdf9ckpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDowaS5FuiLVK W6E3KDSibokySFnUwjj0OF7XB8O/fbj6iNTJN7mmQYxHyYyEgKTnbU8vrVmlt3F2Kr4BVQg0LNfv WzN0hFHmNCQnFjup6bUTDlmqRQOKv0coMZF2M+xK7FhMdoguli0Rk7i1LNaIRs8f6dnfLYmEkc2k zMaWSWvfnwP6+bU3QdTGWS5YSJsBHrRblilLJ5XzaQGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyV6nY+t5y2VXwL+ o3dbd1WWtcFncowwmcwjl4cAUNuIMm+CAA4Rne4N0ZOE/Oi/P6Ey05xZ9j+CPn4xvdqooP</late xit>
0.94
<latexit sha1_base64="MXRt4mtKuo8iRxKE u9o6uOCWb7s=">AAAB5HicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K31r+rSzWARXIVECtpdwY3LCsYW2lAm05tm6OSHmY lQQh9BNyK68ol8Ad/GSc1CW8/qm3vOwD03yARX2nG+rLX1jc2t7dpOfXdv/+CwcXT8oNJcMvRYKl LZD6hCwRP0NNcC+5lEGgcCe8H0pvR7jygVT5N7PcvQj+kk4SFnVJcjx263Ro2mYzsLkVVwK2hCpe 6o8TkcpyyPMdFMUKUGrpNpv6BScyZwXh/mCjPKpnSCA4MJjVH5xWLXOTkPU0l0hGTx/p0taKzULA 5MJqY6UsteOfzPG+Q6vPYLnmS5xoSZiPHCXBCdkrIyGXOJTIuZAcokN1sSFlFJmTaHqZv67nLZVf Au7bbt3LWanVZ1hxqcwhlcgAtX0IFb6IIHDCJ4hjd4tybWk/Vivf5E16zqzwn8kfXxDTK8isc=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MXRt4mtKuo8iRxKE u9o6uOCWb7s=">AAAB5HicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K31r+rSzWARXIVECtpdwY3LCsYW2lAm05tm6OSHmY lQQh9BNyK68ol8Ad/GSc1CW8/qm3vOwD03yARX2nG+rLX1jc2t7dpOfXdv/+CwcXT8oNJcMvRYKl LZD6hCwRP0NNcC+5lEGgcCe8H0pvR7jygVT5N7PcvQj+kk4SFnVJcjx263Ro2mYzsLkVVwK2hCpe 6o8TkcpyyPMdFMUKUGrpNpv6BScyZwXh/mCjPKpnSCA4MJjVH5xWLXOTkPU0l0hGTx/p0taKzULA 5MJqY6UsteOfzPG+Q6vPYLnmS5xoSZiPHCXBCdkrIyGXOJTIuZAcokN1sSFlFJmTaHqZv67nLZVf Au7bbt3LWanVZ1hxqcwhlcgAtX0IFb6IIHDCJ4hjd4tybWk/Vivf5E16zqzwn8kfXxDTK8isc=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MXRt4mtKuo8iRxKE u9o6uOCWb7s=">AAAB5HicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K31r+rSzWARXIVECtpdwY3LCsYW2lAm05tm6OSHmY lQQh9BNyK68ol8Ad/GSc1CW8/qm3vOwD03yARX2nG+rLX1jc2t7dpOfXdv/+CwcXT8oNJcMvRYKl LZD6hCwRP0NNcC+5lEGgcCe8H0pvR7jygVT5N7PcvQj+kk4SFnVJcjx263Ro2mYzsLkVVwK2hCpe 6o8TkcpyyPMdFMUKUGrpNpv6BScyZwXh/mCjPKpnSCA4MJjVH5xWLXOTkPU0l0hGTx/p0taKzULA 5MJqY6UsteOfzPG+Q6vPYLnmS5xoSZiPHCXBCdkrIyGXOJTIuZAcokN1sSFlFJmTaHqZv67nLZVf Au7bbt3LWanVZ1hxqcwhlcgAtX0IFb6IIHDCJ4hjd4tybWk/Vivf5E16zqzwn8kfXxDTK8isc=</ latexit>
0.92
<latexit sha1_base64="/+35zmNLiw6jjHWe UZ27JhPMOjM=">AAAB5HicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4CokpaDdFdy4rGBsoQ1lMr1phk5+mJ kIpfQRdCOiK5/IF/BtnNQstPWsvrnnDNxzg0xwpR3ny6psbG5t71R3a3v7B4dH9eOTB5XmkqHHUp HKfkAVCp6gp7kW2M8k0jgQ2AumN4Xfe0SpeJrc61mGfkwnCQ85o7oYOXa7Oao3HNtZiqyDW0IDSn VH9c/hOGV5jIlmgio1cJ1M+3MqNWcCF7VhrjCjbEonODCY0BiVP1/uuiAXYSqJjpAs37+zcxorNY sDk4mpjtSqVwz/8wa5Dq/9OU+yXGPCTMR4YS6ITklRmYy5RKbFzABlkpstCYuopEybw9RMfXe17D p4TbttO3etRqdV3qEKZ3AOl+DCFXTgFrrgAYMInuEN3q2J9WS9WK8/0YpV/jmFP7I+vgEvworF</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/+35zmNLiw6jjHWe UZ27JhPMOjM=">AAAB5HicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4CokpaDdFdy4rGBsoQ1lMr1phk5+mJ kIpfQRdCOiK5/IF/BtnNQstPWsvrnnDNxzg0xwpR3ny6psbG5t71R3a3v7B4dH9eOTB5XmkqHHUp HKfkAVCp6gp7kW2M8k0jgQ2AumN4Xfe0SpeJrc61mGfkwnCQ85o7oYOXa7Oao3HNtZiqyDW0IDSn VH9c/hOGV5jIlmgio1cJ1M+3MqNWcCF7VhrjCjbEonODCY0BiVP1/uuiAXYSqJjpAs37+zcxorNY sDk4mpjtSqVwz/8wa5Dq/9OU+yXGPCTMR4YS6ITklRmYy5RKbFzABlkpstCYuopEybw9RMfXe17D p4TbttO3etRqdV3qEKZ3AOl+DCFXTgFrrgAYMInuEN3q2J9WS9WK8/0YpV/jmFP7I+vgEvworF</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/+35zmNLiw6jjHWe UZ27JhPMOjM=">AAAB5HicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4CokpaDdFdy4rGBsoQ1lMr1phk5+mJ kIpfQRdCOiK5/IF/BtnNQstPWsvrnnDNxzg0xwpR3ny6psbG5t71R3a3v7B4dH9eOTB5XmkqHHUp HKfkAVCp6gp7kW2M8k0jgQ2AumN4Xfe0SpeJrc61mGfkwnCQ85o7oYOXa7Oao3HNtZiqyDW0IDSn VH9c/hOGV5jIlmgio1cJ1M+3MqNWcCF7VhrjCjbEonODCY0BiVP1/uuiAXYSqJjpAs37+zcxorNY sDk4mpjtSqVwz/8wa5Dq/9OU+yXGPCTMR4YS6ITklRmYy5RKbFzABlkpstCYuopEybw9RMfXe17D p4TbttO3etRqdV3qEKZ3AOl+DCFXTgFrrgAYMInuEN3q2J9WS9WK8/0YpV/jmFP7I+vgEvworF</ latexit>
0.6452
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FIG. 4. Our method applied to a classical signal of the form
Bs[cos (ωs1 t) + cos (ωs2 t)] with ωs1,2 = (2pi)× (21.288, 21.295) MHz,
and Bs = 0.2 G. The modulated Rabi frequency in a) leads to a signal
in b) (squares) that overlaps with the ideal signal obtained with in-
stantaneous pi-pulses (blue line). We used α = 8 and c = tpi/10. The
red line in b) uses top-hat pi-pulses with Ω = (2pi) × 10 MHz.
even at not so high Bz fields (note we used a classical signal
with frequencies corresponding to H nuclei at Bz ≈ 0.5 T).
In this respect, by inspecting Eq. (9) it gets clear that finding
a non negligible value for α, which leads to a reduced fl(α),
depends on the ratio between Bz and Ω. Hence, if the MW
source cannot deliver high power, i.e. only low values of Ω
are accesible, we get poor signal contrast. However, the ap-
plication of our shaped pi-pulses leads to an undistinguishable
signal (squares) with respect to the ideal spectrum (blue line).
The red line with poor contrast has been computed with top
hat pulses corresponding to Ω = (2pi) × 10 MHz. We used the
same [XYXYYXYX]N sequence for N = 5. That is 40 pulses,
shaped and top-hat, have been applied. The final time of the
sequence is t f ≈ 0.03 ms and shaped pulses are generated with
a maximum of Ω = (2pi) × 8.12 MHz.
Finally, we want to remark that in order to achieve similar
results to the ideal case in Fig. 3 d) with finite top-hat pulses,
a value for Ω of, at least, Ω = (2pi)×100 MHz is needed. This
is much larger than the maximum of Ω(t) in Fig. 3 c) which
implies that our method requires a much lower peak power.
More specifically, the square ratio (peak power ratio) of these
two quantities is [(2pi) × 100/(2pi) × 6.4]2 ≈ 244. In addi-
tion, the ratio between the average energy required by the two
approaches is Etop−hat[pi−pulse]/E
shaped
[pi−pulse] = 27.47 (see Supplemental
Material [46] for a derivation of the standard expressions for
the pi-pulse average energies) which certifies that our method
is energy efficient. A similar situation occurs in Fig. 4. Here
for obtaining the same contrast as in the ideal case, top-hat
pulses require at least Ω = (2pi) × 50 MHz, larger than the
maximum value of Ω(t) in Fig.4 a). This leads a peak power
ratio ≈ 38 while Etop−hat[pi−pulse]/Eshaped[pi−pulse] = 10.63.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered quantum sensing experiments at high
magnetic fields that lead to high frequency signals and demon-
strated that the finite length of standard top-hat pulses in dy-
namical decoupling sequences lead to a rapid decrease of sen-
sitivity with signal frequency. We present a general solution
to this problem which allows to significant reductions in the
required microwave power. Our method is general and appli-
cable to any magnetic defect.
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Appendix A: NV-nucleus Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian (1) in the rotating frame of the electron-
spin free-energy term, DS 2z − γeBzS z, reads
H = −ωn ωˆn · ~I + 12σz ~A · ~I +
Ω
2
(|1〉〈0|eiφ + |0〉〈1|e−iφ). (A1)
Here, we have eliminated any electron spin component con-
taining the |−1〉 state because, as the MW driving is tuned with
the |0〉 ↔ |1〉 transition, the |−1〉 component gets no populated
as well as fast counter rotating terms of the MW driving. In
this manner, and as it is commented in the text, we will use
this Hamiltonian as the starting point for our numerical simu-
lations. The ~ωn vector is ~ωn = (− 12Ax,− 12Ay, ωL − 12Az), with
~A = µ0γeγn2|~r|3 [zˆ − 3 (zˆ·~r)~r|~r|2 ] being the hyperfine vector (note that we
are assuming dipole-dipole interactions between the NV and
the nuclear spin) ωn = |~ωn| is the resonance frequency of the
nucleus which is shifted from the Larmor frequency because
of the hyperfine field, and ωˆn = ~ωn/ωn.
In a new rotating frame with respect to (w.r.t.), both,










where Fz(t) is the modulation function, see [48], that appears
as a consequence of the applied pi-pulses. As Fz(t) will alter-
nate between +1 and −1 the constant term ~A · ωˆnωˆn can be






A⊥x Ix cos (ωnt) + A
⊥
y Iy sin (ωnt)
]
, (A3)
where A⊥x = |~A − ~A · ωˆnωˆn| = A⊥y = |ωˆn × ~A|, the xˆ and yˆ
directions are xˆ = (~A − ~A · ωˆnωˆn)/A⊥x , yˆ = ωˆn × ~A/A⊥y , and
Ix = ~I · xˆ, Iy = ~I · yˆ. In this manner, Eq (A3) coincides with
Hamiltonian (2).
Appendix B: The case of a classical field
If we want to detect classical signals of the form
~Bs cos (ωst), instead of the initial Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), we
6have to consider
H = DS 2z − γeBzS z + ΩsS z cos (ωst) +
√
2ΩS x cos(ωt − φ),
(B1)
where the target signal Rabi frequency is Ωs = γe~Bs · zˆ.
The other components (xˆ and yˆ) of the classical signal field
~Bs cos (ωst) can be averaged out because ωs is not on reso-
nance with any of the two possible NV electron spin transi-
tions. More specifically, if we assume that ~Bs cos (ωst) is gen-
erated by a spin cluster, ωs would be on the range of several
MHz for Bz around a few teslas, while NV transitions require
several the Gigahertz to be excited.
In the rotating frame of DS 2z + |γe|BzS z and setting on reso-





σz cos (ωst) +
Ω
2
(|1〉〈0|eiφ + |0〉〈1|e−iφ), (B2)
once we have eliminated constants and any term including the
| − 1〉 NV spin component. The use of a standard scheme, as
the Hartmann-Hahn double resonance condition [30], to make
interact the NV with the classical field is limited to low values
of ωs. This is because it is required to hold ωs = Ω and the
driving power, here reflected in the value of Ω, could be lim-
ited. The latter can be easily seen by noting that, in a rotating
frame with respect to Ω2 (|1〉〈0|+ |0〉〈1|) where we set φ = 0 and




(|+〉〈−|eiΩt + |−〉〈+|e−iΩt)(eiωst + e−iωst). (B3)
where |±〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑〉 ± i| ↓〉). Now one can see that, unless
the condition Ω = ωs holds, the previous Hamiltonian is en-
tirely time-dependent and would average to zero because of
the rotating wave approximation.
Hence, one should consider the use of pulsed schemes. In
this case, Eq. (B2) can be written in the rotating frame of the





Fz(t)σz cos (ωst). (B4)
Now, as Fz(t) =
∑
l fl cos (lωmt), and in the case of kωm =
ωs (i.e. resonance condition for the kth harmonic) the above





which is Eq. (6).
Appendix C: Integrating Fz(u)
The condition in Eq. (13) when applied to the solution in























































with c = tpi
γ
. Note that for solving the last integral we have
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